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Abstract: In the era of big data, Internet-based geospatial information services such as various LBS
apps are deployed everywhere, followed by an increasing number of queries against the massive
spatial data. As a result, the traditional relational spatial database (e.g., PostgreSQL with PostGIS
and Oracle Spatial) cannot adapt well to the needs of large-scale spatial query processing. Spark is
an emerging outstanding distributed computing framework in the Hadoop ecosystem. This paper
aims to address the increasingly large-scale spatial query-processing requirement in the era of big
data, and proposes an effective framework GeoSpark SQL, which enables spatial queries on Spark.
On the one hand, GeoSpark SQL provides a convenient SQL interface; on the other hand, GeoSpark
SQL achieves both efficient storage management and high-performance parallel computing through
integrating Hive and Spark. In this study, the following key issues are discussed and addressed:
(1) storage management methods under the GeoSpark SQL framework, (2) the spatial operator
implementation approach in the Spark environment, and (3) spatial query optimization methods
under Spark. Experimental evaluation is also performed and the results show that GeoSpark SQL
is able to achieve real-time query processing. It should be noted that Spark is not a panacea. It is
observed that the traditional spatial database PostGIS/PostgreSQL performs better than GeoSpark
SQL in some query scenarios, especially for the spatial queries with high selectivity, such as the
point query and the window query. In general, GeoSpark SQL performs better when dealing with
compute-intensive spatial queries such as the kNN query and the spatial join query.
Keywords: big data; GeoSpark SQL; Spark; spatial query processing; spatial database

1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the rapid development of the Internet, human society has entered an era of
information explosion, and the amount of information is rapidly growing at an unimaginable speed.
Hence, the demand for storage and processing of massive data is also increasing. A large amount of
data is aggregated together and brings big challenges to the data processing, analysis and mining. That
is the background of so-called “big data”. Currently, big data is attracting more and more attention,
and quickly becomes a research hotspot in both academia and industry.
As to the geographic information industry, a large amount of location-related spatial data is
produced every day in the context of the rapid development of geospatial information services
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such as various LBS apps (e.g., Google Maps, Baidu Map). On the one hand, a single server node
has been gradually unable to meet the needs of both massive spatial data management and query
performance. On the other hand, a large number of concurrent user requests against the backend
geographic information services bring a huge load stress. In order to deal with large-scale spatial
queries efficiently, clusters are required to process decentralized and massive spatial data [1]. Therefore,
the spatial query processing technique in the cluster environment has become a critical issue in the big
spatial data era.
Meanwhile, it has been widely believed that the traditional relational database is not extensible
and unable to handle huge amounts of data due to restrictions of the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation, Durability) and SQL (Structured Query Language) features [2]. With the rapid development
of cloud computing, the database has entered the era of NoSQL, which is built on cloud clusters.
Unlike the traditional database, the NoSQL database discards the ACID features and achieves massive
data storage and management through distributed processing.
The NoSQL database has become a popular data management tool in the cloud-computing
environment. Its embedded MapReduce framework is considered a simple but very efficient parallel
computing architecture. As for the GIS industry, there was some research successfully using NoSQL
and MapReduce technologies in spatial data storage and query processing. For example, Chen et al.
used Hadoop to implement a cloud-based spatial data storage system [3]. Liu et al. applied MapReduce
in the optimization of kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) spatial queries [4]. ESRI (Environmental Systems
Research Institute) developed the ESRI Geometry API for Java, and then implemented the Spatial
Framework for Hadoop [5] integrating ArcGIS with Hadoop by registering spatial query functions
in Hive. Data processing capabilities are thus improved through parallel spatial queries against the
Hadoop distributed file system (Hadoop Distributed File System, HDFS) [6–12]. However, because
in the MapReduce process a lot of I/O operations would be produced [13–15], real-time large-scale
spatial data processing is difficult to achieve.
Spark [16], which was born in 2009 at the Berkeley Algorithms, Machines and People Lab,
University of California, has now become a top open source project of the Apache Software
Foundation. Spark is a distributed memory-based big data computing framework [17]. The distributed
memory-based design improves real-time data processing in the big data environment, while ensuring
high fault tolerance and high scalability. The most important thing is that users can quickly deploy
Spark in a large number of cheap computers to form a computing cluster.
There were some preliminary studies on applying Spark in spatial queries. Xie et al. compared
the difference in the query efficiency through constructing a quadtree and an R-tree on Spark [18],
but the Spark used is also an earlier version, and there are obvious usage restrictions by declaring
different RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset) sets on the data storage. Wen et al. used JTS (Java
Topology Suite) to achieve spatial enabled UDF (User Defined Function) in Spark and compared the
query efficiency with the approach using PostGIS as the storage backend [19], but the study did not
take full advantage of Spark’s memory computing features. The SpatialSpark [20] project achieved
accelerating parallel processing of spatial data through a partitioning indexing method based on the
Spark broadcast mechanism. GeoSpark [21] implemented the spatial resilient distributed datasets
(SRDD) to enable spatial query processing in the Spark. Similar Spark-based spatial query systems
also include Spark-GIS [22], Magellan [23], GeoTrellis [24] and LocationSpark [25]. In addition, some
scholars studied the issues of high-performance spatial join queries based on Spark [26,27].
However, in the aforementioned studies, users had to organize their own Spark Scala scripts when
submitting spatial queries, which brought operation inconvenience. Writing Scala scripts requires
professional developing experience, thus leading to the difficulty in using spatial query systems for
ordinary users. A common interface, such as SQL, is very necessary and user-friendly for spatial
queries, but the traditional RDBMS-based spatial database like PostGIS/PostgreSQL is unable to meet
the needs of both massive spatial data management and query performance. Hence, in order to address
the increasingly large-scale spatial query processing requirement under the era of big data, we propose
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Figure 1. Running framework of Spark SQL.

Therefore, we can take full advantage of Spark SQL to achieve our spatial query processing
Therefore, we can take full advantage of Spark SQL to achieve our spatial query processing
framework, i.e., GeoSpark SQL. However, Spark SQL cannot be used directly for spatial queries,
framework, i.e., GeoSpark SQL. However, Spark SQL cannot be used directly for spatial queries,
several problems should be addressed through extending Spark SQL. First, because Spark including
several problems should be addressed through extending Spark SQL. First, because Spark including
Spark SQL is only a memory-computing framework, there is a need to design an appropriate spatial
Spark SQL is only a memory-computing framework, there is a need to design an appropriate spatial
data external storage method as well as the spatial index. Secondly, Spark SQL does not support
data external storage method as well as the spatial index. Secondly, Spark SQL does not support spatial
spatial functions or operations, so it is necessary to extend spatial operators in the Spark
functions or operations, so it is necessary to extend spatial operators in the Spark environment to meet
environment to meet the spatial query requirement. Finally, besides the internal query optimizer
the spatial query requirement. Finally, besides the internal query optimizer provided by Spark SQL,
provided by Spark SQL, an external spatial query optimizer could be designed to achieve plan
optimization for spatial queries to improve performance. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of
GeoSpark SQL.
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Spark has built-in support for Hive, and in fact the Spark SQL project was originally built on Hive
Spark has built-in support for Hive, and in fact the Spark SQL project was originally built on
as the storage side. Compared with other data management approaches, such as Hadoop HDFS and
Hive as the storage side. Compared with other data management approaches, such as Hadoop
Parquet, which store data in files, Hive’s index makes Spark only read the data and meet user-defined
HDFS and Parquet, which store data in files, Hive’s index makes Spark only read the data and meet
user-defined conditions, and thus speeds up data I/O greatly. Moreover, metadata or schema
information can also be obtained from Hive directly, avoiding the complexity of manually defining
the data structure in Spark. Hence, using Hive as the external storage in Spark based spatial data
management is a reliable design.
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conditions, and thus speeds up data I/O greatly. Moreover, metadata or schema information can
also be obtained from Hive directly, avoiding the complexity of manually defining the data structure
in Spark. Hence, using Hive as the external storage in Spark based spatial data management is a
reliable design.
According to the above considerations, we design and implement the following technical process
to convert the representative spatial data format (i.e., shape file) into Hive and Spark, which reveals
the universal steps to import spatial data into the Hive/Spark environment.
(1) Read the geometry objects in the shape file through the ESRI Geometry API and write them
into a text file, separating the attributes by Tabs for each geographic feature.
(2) Use the CREATE TABLE statement to build the spatial data table in the Hive, specifying the
data source as the Tab-separated text file. After this step, the spatial data could be used in Hive.
(3) Start Hive’s metastore service, and then submit a SQL statement which queries the full table
through HiveContext in the Spark, obtaining a Dataframe object that includes both the spatial data
table and the schema information.
(4) Set the storage level of the Dataframe object as MEMORY_ONLY, and perform the collect
action to load the Hive data into the Spark memory. Then the spatial data is successfully imported into
Spark and subsequent computing or analysis could be performed.
3.2. Data Structure in the Spark Memory
The spatial data in the external storage Hive is imported into the Spark memory, in the form
of Dataframe objects. Dataframe is a new type of data structure beginning with Spark version 1.3.0,
and is renamed from the past SchemaRDD [16]. In Spark, Dataframe is an RDD-based distributed
data set, similar to the traditional database’s two-dimensional relational table. Dataframe is able to be
constructed from a variety of data sources, such as Hive tables, external relational databases, RDDs
generated through Spark calculation, and so on.
Compared with the generalized RDD, Dataframe’s difference is with schema metadata, that is,
Dataframe is represented by the two-dimensional table, and each column has its own name and type.
This allows the Spark SQL to gain insight into the structure of the information, so as to optimize the
Dataframe transformation of the targeted data source, and ultimately achieve a substantial increase in
query efficiency. Hence, Using Dataframe as the memory data structure of the geographical feature
facilitates the original data conversion and usage. In addition, the excellent performance of Spark
would help to achieve an efficient spatial query framework.
Because of Spark’s column-based memory storage feature, when the query operation is performed,
not all data but parts are read, being filtered by the specific column. In addition, compression
algorithms are used so that the throughput rate of the filter operation is improved to a higher level. In
a simple sense, it is assumed that the column-based memory storage has set up an inverted index for
each column.
3.3. Spatial Index Design
In order to minimize the I/O cost from the Hive-based external storage to the Spark memory, we
design a spatial indexing method in the GeoSpark SQL framework. When the Hive table is initiated,
the MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle) of the geographic feature, in the form of four additional
table fields (i.e., xmin, xmax, ymin and ymax), is generated. Then, when the spatial query is submitted,
the MBR of the feature is used to trigger the filtering operation, that is, the geographical feature
whose MBR is not overlapped with the user-defined spatial range will not be loaded into the Spark
memory. This spatial indexing method is actually a simple but very effective approach by extending the
MBR fields in Hive tables, utilizing Hive’s own indexing and filtering functions, and thus effectively
reducing both the deserialization overhead and the topological calculation overhead.
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4. Spatial UDFs
4.1. UDF Utility of Spark
Spark 1.1 introduced the UDF utility, that is, users can customize the required UDF to process data
in Spark. Because now the built-in functions supported by Spark are quite limited and none-spatial,
it is of great importance to use UDF to extend and implement the needed spatial functions, i.e., the
so-called spatial UDFs.
Spark UDF is actually in form of Scala function, which is encapsulated as an “Expression” node
by the parser catalyst, and finally the result of the UDF is calculated by the “eval” method based on
the current column. Moreover, UDFs can appear either in SELECT columns or in WHERE and JOIN
ON conditions.
Currently Spark uses Hive SQL Parser as the SQL parser, so users can register UDF either
through SQLContext or with the SQL statement, beginning with “CREATE TEMPORARY FUNCTION”.
However, because Hive only supports equivalent joins, UDF cannot be used directly in JOIN conditions,
while UDF is able to be submitted through calling the “callUDF” function in Spark.
4.2. Spatial Operators
The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) defines a set of standard data types and operators for
spatial SQL to achieve interoperability between different spatial databases and other spatial data
management tools. Most of these spatial functions start with the prefix “ST_”. According to the
spatial query operators defined in the standard ISO/IEC 13249-3:2016 (SQL/MM-Spatial) [33], we
implement the following Spark-based UDF functions as shown in Table 1. The ESRI Spatial Framework
for Hadoop also has implemented the relevant spatial functions based on Hive. In addition, the
traditional spatial database PostGIS/PostgreSQL has built-in spatial operators as well. Therefore, we
use the two as the benchmark for spatial query testing. From Table 1, it is observed that except for the
ST_Relate function, the UDF functions all receive two spatial features as input arguments and return a
‘Boolean’ value.
Table 1. Descriptions of extended spatial UDFs in Spark.
Function Name
ST_Equals
ST_Disjoint
ST_Touches
ST_Within
ST_Overlaps
ST_Crosses
ST_Intersects
ST_Contains
ST_Relate

Function Description
If the two features are identical, return true; otherwise return false.
If neither the two features’ boundaries intersect, nor the two elements intersect inside,
return true; otherwise return false.
If the two features’ boundaries intersect, return true; otherwise return false.
If the interior of a given feature does not intersect the outside of another feature, return
true; otherwise return false.
If the two features intersect inside, return true; otherwise return false.
If the line-type feature intersects the interior of the polygon-type feature, return true;
otherwise return false.
If the two features intersect, return true; otherwise return false.
If the given feature contains the other feature, return true; otherwise return false.
The inputs are two features and a string describing the 9-Intersection Model (such as
“T********”), and the output is a ‘Boolean’ value. If the two features satisfy the given
9-Intersection model, return true; otherwise return false.

5. External Spatial Query Optimizer
5.1. Query Acceleration Based on Spatial Index
It is very time consuming to perform topological calculations and deserialization operations that
transform the binary data into in-memory feature objects when processing spatial queries. In order to
reduce the deserialization and topological calculation cost, the spatial index (i.e., MBRs of the spatial
features) is used to filter unnecessary spatial features that do not intersect with the user-defined spatial
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range. Hence, in the external query optimization stage, we need to identify the user-defined spatial
range in form of MBR, and re-write the SQL statement through adding conditions filtering the objects
that do not intersect with the MBR.
For instance, if we submit a simple spatial query organized as the SQL statement “SELECT *
FROM polygon_set WHERE ST_Intersects(geometry, ‘POLYGON((0 0,0 1,1 1,1 0,0 0))’);”, the MBR of
“POLYGON((0 0,0 1,1 1,1 0,0 0))” is calculated as {xmin = 0, ymin = 0, xmax = 1, ymax = 1}, and the
original SQL statement is re-written as the following:
SELECT * FROM polygon_set
WHERE xmin <= 1.0 AND xmax >= 0.0 AND ymin <= 1.0 AND ymax >= 0.0 AND
ST_Intersects(geometry, ‘POLYGON((0 0,0 1,1 1,1 0,0 0))’);
It is observed that the filtering conditions “xmin <= 1.0 AND xmax >= 0.0 AND ymin <= 1.0 AND
ymax >= 0.0” are added into the transformed SQL statement to ensure only the features which are
possible to intersect with the MBR {xmin = 0, ymin = 0, xmax = 1, ymax = 1} would be loaded into
memory, thus reducing the deserialization overhead and the topological computation overhead.
In the above filtering conditions, xmin, ymin, xmax and ymax are just the added fields in the
Hive’s spatial data table according to our spatial index design. In fact, through extending the MBR
fields in Hive tables and adding filtering conditions in the transformed SQL statement, Hive’s own
none-spatial index is activated to accomplish spatial filtering functions. Hence, our index-based query
acceleration approach is a simple but efficient design, which facilitates reducing the I/O cost as much
as possible in the initial stage.
5.2. Object Deserialization Cache
Besides the spatial index-based query acceleration method, we design a spatial object
deserialization cache approach to further reduce the deserialization cost and accelerate spatial
query processing.
In the coding process, we use the local cache object in the Google Guava package for spatial
feature deserialization. The cache object consists of a key-value pair, where the key is the hash value
generated by the hash method of the java.nio. ByteBuffer class, receiving the binary array of the spatial
feature, and the value is the deserialized “Geometry” object. Parameters like the size of the cache are
determined by the actual hardware configuration. If the memory of the server is large, it can be set to a
larger cache. Otherwise, it needs to be set to a smaller cache to avoid Out of Memory Error.
6. Experimental Evaluation
6.1. Experimental Platforms
Because currently there is no spatial query system like GeoSpark SQL that enables SQL-based
spatial queries in Spark, we choose the classic Hadoop-based spatial query system, ESRI Spatial
Framework for Hadoop, as the experimental benchmark. ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop is
an open source project hosted on Github and is easy to install, use and test. Most importantly, ESRI
Spatial Framework for Hadoop as a distributed spatial query system also supports SQL-based spatial
queries. In addition, in order to illustrate the difference between GeoSpark SQL and the traditional
none-distributed spatial database, we compare with PostGIS/PostgreSQL in spatial query performance
as well.
Hence, after implementing GeoSpark SQL, we deploy it as well as ESRI Spatial Framework for
Hadoop onto a computing cluster that hosts on Meituan Cloud (https://www.mtyun.com/). Moreover,
PostGIS/PostgreSQL is also deployed on a single server. We carry out spatial queries on GeoSpark
SQL and compare the query performance with the other two software platforms. Configuration details
of the platforms are listed in Table 2:
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Table 2. Descriptions of testing platforms.
Software Platform
for Testing

PostGIS/PostgreSQL

GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for
Hadoop

PostGIS/PostgreSQL runs on a
single server.

These two systems run on a computing cluster hosted on
Meituan Cloud. There are five compute nodes. One is the
master node and the others are slave nodes. Moreover, the
nodes are connected by a 10-gigabit network.

Hardware configuration

CPU: Intel i7-4770 3.4 GHz
RAM: 8 GB
Hard disk: 1 TB 7200 rpm

CPU: 4 cores
RAM: 8 GB
Hard disk:400 GB

Software configuration

PostgreSQL version: 8.4
PostGIS version: 8.1

JDK (Java Development Kit) version: 7u79
Hadoop version: 2.4.1
Hive version: 1.0.1
Spark version: 1.4.1

Overview

6.2. Data Description
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For a more comprehensive test of the spatial query performance on the database platforms,
two spatial
were prepared. The one is the simulated point dataset of northwest pacific
6.2. Datadatasets
Description
typhoon routes for 5000 years and the other is the land use dataset of Zhenlong Town, Heng County,
For a more comprehensive test of the spatial query performance on the database platforms, two
Nanning
City, Guangxi Province of China. Table 3 illustrates detailed descriptions of the two test
spatial datasets were prepared. The one is the simulated point dataset of northwest pacific typhoon
datasets,
and
3 andand
4 show
the visualized
of the two
test Heng
datasets.
routes forFigures
5000 years
the other
is the landgeographic
use datasetmaps
of Zhenlong
Town,
County,
Nanning City, Guangxi Province of China. Table 3 illustrates detailed descriptions of the two test
Table
3. Descriptions
of test
datasets.maps of the two test datasets.
datasets, and Figure 3 and Figure
4 show
the visualized
geographic
Description

Point-Type
Dataset
Table
3. Descriptions
of test datasets.

Polygon-Type Dataset

A simulated point dataset of
A land use dataset of Zhenlong
Point-Type Dataset
Polygon-Type Dataset
northwest pacific typhoon routes
Town, Heng County, Nanning City,
A simulated
point
dataset
of
for 5000 years
Guangxi
Province of
China
A land use dataset
of Zhenlong
Town,
Heng County,
Overview
northwest pacific typhoon
Province of China
Table name routes for 5000 yearscyclonepoint Nanning City, Guangxizhenlongxiang
of shape file
723 MB
TableSize
name
cyclonepoint 929 MB
zhenlongxiang
Size ofNumber
shape file
929 MB4,971,784 points
723 MBpolygons
of features
128,888
Number of features
4,971,784 points
128,888 polygons

Description
Overview

Figure 3. Simulated point dataset of northwest pacific typhoon routes for 5000 years.

Figure 3. Simulated point dataset of northwest pacific typhoon routes for 5000 years.
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Figure
use
dataset
Figure4.4.Land
Land
use
datasetofofZhenlong
ZhenlongTown.
Town.

Moreover, the “shp2pgsql” tool is utilized to import the two spatial datasets into
Moreover, the “shp2pgsql” tool is utilized to import the two spatial datasets into
PostGIS/PostgreSQL. We also import the spatial datasets into Hive and Spark according to the
PostGIS/PostgreSQL. We also import the spatial datasets into Hive and Spark according to the
storage management approaches as described in Section 3. Then, we use GIST (Generalized Search
storage management approaches as described in Section 3. Then, we use GIST (Generalized Search
Trees) to build the spatial index in PostGIS / PostgreSQL through submitting the following statement
Trees) to build the spatial index in PostGIS / PostgreSQL through submitting the following statement
“CREATE INDEX [index_name] ON [table_name] USING GIST ([geometry_field_name])”, and the
“CREATE INDEX [index_name] ON [table_name] USING GIST ([geometry_field_name])”, and the
spatial index in GeoSpark SQL is built through the method described in Section 3.3.
spatial index in GeoSpark SQL is built through the method described in Section 3.3.
6.3. Experimental Results
6.3. Experimental Results
The test cases are designed to cover as many spatial query types as possible. They include
The test cases are designed to cover as many spatial query types as possible. They include attribute
attribute query, kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) query, point query, window query, range query,
query, kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) query, point query, window query, range query, directional query,
directional query, topological query and multi-table spatial join query. Except for the difference in
topological query and multi-table spatial join query. Except for the difference in the record order, it is
the record order, it is observed that all of the query results under different database platforms are
observed that all of the query results under different database platforms are exactly the same, which
exactly the same, which illustrates that GeoSpark SQL works properly. In our experiment, each test
illustrates that GeoSpark SQL works properly. In our experiment, each test case has been run 10 times
case has been run 10 times and the average time cost is taken for performance evaluation. Query
and the average time cost is taken for performance evaluation. Query statement, query type, number
statement, query type, number of results and average costs in different experimental platforms are
of results and average costs in different experimental platforms are all listed to make the evaluation
all listed to make the evaluation more objectively.
more objectively.
6.3.1.
6.3.1.Attribute
AttributeQuery
Query
The
Theattribute
attributequery
queryisisone
oneofofthe
themost
mostpopular
popularqueries
queriesininthe
thespatial
spatialdatabase,
database,although
althoughititdoes
does
not
involve
spatial
operators.
Four
test
cases
as
attribute
queries
are
designed
and
performed
not involve spatial operators. Four test cases as attribute queries are designed and performedon
on
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
SQL
and
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
SQL
andESRI
ESRISpatial
SpatialFramework
Frameworkfor
forHadoop,
Hadoop,respectively.
respectively.The
The
concrete
concretetest
testcases
casesare
areininTable
Table4:4:
Table
Table4.4.Test
Testcases
casesofofattribute
attributequeries.
queries.
No.
Test Case
No.
Test Case
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint WHERE UTC_Yr = 180 AND UTC_Mon = 9
1
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint WHERE UTC_Yr = 180 AND UTC_Mon = 9
1 AND UTC_Day = 2 AND UTC_Hr = 12
AND
= 2 AND UTC_Hr
12 < 860
2
SELECT *UTC_Day
FROM cyclonepoint
WHERE= pres
2
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint WHERE pres < 860
3
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘205’
3
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘205’
4
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘102’
4
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘102’

Number of Results
Number of Results
9 rows
9 rows
4576 rows
4576 rows
1522 rows
1522 rows
476 rows
476 rows
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The performance of testing attribute queries under different database platforms is shown in both
performance
of testing
attribute
queries under
different
platforms
is shown
in
TableThe
5 and
Figure 5. Because
the query
performance
on ESRI
Spatial database
Framework
for Hadoop
is much
both
Table
5
and
Figure
5.
Because
the
query
performance
on
ESRI
Spatial
Framework
for
Hadoop
is
slower than the other two database platforms, we just list the latter two when drawing the performance
much slower
than(i.e.,
the Figure
other two
platforms,
we justSQL
list isthe
latter
twoPostGIS/PostgreSQL
when drawing the
comparison
figure
5). Itdatabase
is observed
that GeoSpark
better
than
performance
comparison
figure
(i.e., Figure
5). It isquery
observed
that GeoSpark SQL is better than
and
ESRI Spatial
Framework
for Hadoop
in attribute
performance.
PostGIS/PostgreSQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop in attribute query performance.
Table 5. Performance of attribute queries (in milliseconds).
Table 5. Performance of attribute queries (in milliseconds).
No.
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
GeoSpark SQL
ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
No. PostGIS/PostgreSQL GeoSpark SQL ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
1 1
660
170
40,263
660
170
40,263
2 2
848
230
39,904
848
230
39,904
3
1265
215
61,473
3
1265
215
61,473
4
1190
185
64,664
4
1190
185
64,664

Performance evaluation(attribute query)

Performance(milliseconds)

1400

1265

1200
1000
800

1190

848
660

600
400
200

230

170

215

185

0
Test case 1

Test case 2

Test case 3

PostGIS/PostgreSQL

Test case 4

Spark

Figure 5. Performance comparison graph of attribute queries (in milliseconds).
Figure 5. Performance comparison graph of attribute queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.2. kNN Query
6.3.2. kNN Query
The kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) query enables finding the nearest k points as well as their
The kNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) query enables finding the nearest k points as well as their attributes
attributes from a given point. Two test cases as kNN queries are designed and performed on
from a given point. Two test cases as kNN queries are designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The
GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The concrete test cases are
concrete test cases are illustrated in Table 6, and the performance of kNN queries under different
illustrated in Table 6, and the performance of kNN queries under different database platforms is shown
database platforms is shown in both Table 7 and Figure 6. It is observed that GeoSpark SQL is much
in both Table 7 and Figure 6. It is observed that GeoSpark SQL is much better than PostGIS/PostgreSQL
better than PostGIS/PostgreSQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop in kNN query performance.
and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop in kNN query performance.

No.
No.
1
1
2
2

Table 6. Test cases of kNN queries.
Table 6. Test cases of kNN queries.
Test Case
Case BY ST_Distance(geom,
SELECT * FROM cyclonepointTest
ORDER
SELECT
*
FROM
cyclonepoint
ORDER BY
ST_Distance(geom,
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(120 40)’,4326))
LIMIT
50
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(120 40)’,4326)) LIMIT 50
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint ORDER BY ST_Distance(geom,
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint ORDER BY ST_Distance(geom,
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(130 40)’,4326)) LIMIT 100
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(130 40)’,4326)) LIMIT 100

Number of Results
Number of Results
50 rows
50 rows
100 rows
100 rows

Table 7. Performance of kNN queries (in milliseconds).
No.
1
2

PostGIS/PostgreSQL
3598
3577

GeoSpark SQL
255
240

ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
51,025
52,074
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Table 7. Performance of kNN queries (in milliseconds).
No.

PostGIS/PostgreSQL

GeoSpark SQL

ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop

1
2

3598
3577

255
240

51,025
52,074
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Figure 6. Performance comparison graph of kNN queries (in milliseconds).
Figure 6. Performance comparison graph of kNN queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.3. Point Query
6.3.3. Point Query
The point query is to find the features that contain the given point. Two test cases as point
The point query is to find the features that contain the given point. Two test cases as point queries
queries are designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial
are designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework
Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The concrete test cases are shown in Table 8, and the
for Hadoop, respectively. The concrete test cases are shown in Table 8, and the performance of point
performance of point queries under different database platforms is illustrated in both Table 9 and
queries under different database platforms is illustrated in both Table 9 and Figure 7. It is observed
Figure 7. It is observed that PostGIS/PostgreSQL performs better than GeoSpark SQL in point
that PostGIS/PostgreSQL performs better than GeoSpark SQL in point queries. That is because the
queries. That is because the point query’s selection rate is quite high (e.g., only 1 row is returned for
point query’s selection rate is quite high (e.g., only 1 row is returned for the test cases), which results
the test cases), which results in a minimization of the calculation cost. PostGIS/PostgreSQL’s spatial
in a minimization of the calculation cost. PostGIS/PostgreSQL’s spatial index plays a vital role in data
index plays a vital role in data filtering, while GeoSpark SQL has additional costs on both network
filtering, while GeoSpark SQL has additional costs on both network transmission and scheduling.
transmission and scheduling.
Table 8. Test cases of point queries.
Table 8. Test cases of point queries.
Test Case
Case
No.No.
Test
SELECT
* FROM
zhenlongxiang
WHERE
SELECT
*
FROM
zhenlongxiang
WHERE
1 1
ST_Within(ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(600000 2522000)’), geom)
ST_Within(ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(600000 2522000)’), geom)
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE
2 SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE
ST_Within(ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(590000 2522000)’), geom)
2
ST_Within(ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(590000 2522000)’), geom)

Number
of Results
Number
of Results
1 row
1 row
1 row
1 row

Table 9. Performance of point queries (in milliseconds).
Table 9. Performance of point queries (in milliseconds).
No.
1
2

PostGIS/PostgreSQL
No.
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
1
103 103
2
98 98

GeoSpark
SQL ESRI Spatial
ESRI Framework
Spatial Framework
for Hadoop
GeoSpark
SQL
for Hadoop
195195
66,508 66,508
220220
66,360 66,360
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Figure 7. Performance comparison graph of point queries (in milliseconds).
Figure 7. Performance comparison graph of point queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.4. Window Query
6.3.4. Window Query
The window query is to find the spatial features that locate in a given rectangle. Two test cases
The window query is to find the spatial features that locate in a given rectangle. Two test cases
as window queries are designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI
as window queries are designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI
Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The concrete test cases are shown in Table 10, and the
Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The concrete test cases are shown in Table 10, and the
performance of window queries under different database platforms is shown in both Table 11 and
performance of window queries under different database platforms is shown in both Table 11 and
Figure 8. It is observed that PostGIS/PostgreSQL performs better than GeoSpark SQL in window
Figure 8. It is observed that PostGIS/PostgreSQL performs better than GeoSpark SQL in window
queries. The reason is similar to former point queries. When the query’s selection rate is very high,
queries. The reason is similar to former point queries. When the query’s selection rate is very high,
the spatial index plays a vital role and parallelization can only bring the cost of additional network
the spatial index plays a vital role and parallelization can only bring the cost of additional network
transmission and scheduling, so that GeoSpark SQL is not as good as PostGIS/PostgreSQL in the two
transmission and scheduling, so that GeoSpark SQL is not as good as PostGIS/PostgreSQL in the two
test cases.
test cases.
Table 10. Test cases of window queries.
Table 10. Test cases of window queries.
No.
No.
1
1
22

Test Case
Number of Results
Test Case
Number of Results
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE ST_Intersects(geom,
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE ST_Intersects(geom,
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((617000 2520000,619000 2520000,619000
162 rows
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((617000 2520000,619000 2520000,619000
162 rows
2522000,617000
2522000,617000
2520000))’))
2522000,617000 2522000,617000 2520000))’))
SELECT* *FROM
FROMcyclonepoint
cyclonepointWHERE
WHEREST_Intersects(geom,
ST_Intersects(geom,
SELECT
1938
rows
1938
rows
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((110
10,111
10,111
11,110
11,110
10))’,4326))
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((110
10,111
10,111
11,110
11,110
10))’,4326))
Table
11. Performance
Performance of
of window
window queries
queries (in
(in milliseconds).
milliseconds).
Table 11.

No.
1
2

No. PostGIS/PostgreSQL
1 PostGIS/PostgreSQL
166
166 114
2
114

GeoSpark SQL ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
GeoSpark SQL
ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
195
66,318
220195
42,662 66,318
220
42,662
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Figure 8. Performance comparison graph of window queries (in milliseconds).
Figure 8. Performance comparison graph of window queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.5. Range Query
6.3.5. Range Query
The range query is to find the spatial features that locate in a given polygon range. Two test
The
to find
the spatial
features that
in a given polygon
range. SQL
Two test
cases as range
range query
queriesis are
designed
and performed
onlocate
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
and
cases
as range
queries are
performed
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
SQL
ESRI Spatial
Framework
fordesigned
Hadoop, and
respectively.
Theon
concrete
test cases are shown
in Table
12, and
and
ESRI
Spatial Framework
Hadoop,
respectively.
The concrete
test cases
are shown
in Table
the performance
of rangefor
queries
under
different database
platforms
is shown
in both
Table12,
13 and
and
the
performance
of
range
queries
under
different
database
platforms
is
shown
in
both
Table
13
and
Figure 9. It is observed that GeoSpark SQL and PostGIS/PostgreSQL are generally close in range
Figure
9. It is observed
that
GeoSpark SQL
and PostGIS/PostgreSQL
arequeries
generally
in range query
query performance.
The
computational
complexity
of test case 1 that
theclose
polygon-type
table
performance.
The
computational
complexity
of
test
case
1
that
queries
the
polygon-type
table
is
higher
is higher than that of test case 2, which queries the point-type table. As for test case 1, GeoSpark SQL
than
that of
test case
2, which
table. As for
test casebetter.
1, GeoSpark
SQL
performs
performs
better;
while
as for queries
test casethe
2, point-type
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
performs
This also
means
that
better;
while
as
for
test
case
2,
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
performs
better.
This
also
means
that
GeoSpark
GeoSpark SQL is more sensitive to compute-intensive spatial queries. In addition, we notice that
SQL
compute-intensive
spatial
queries.
In addition,
we notice
that SQL
Spark
not
Sparkisismore
not asensitive
panacea.toThe
traditional spatial
database
performs
better than
GeoSpark
inissome
ascenarios,
panacea.especially
The traditional
spatial
database
performs
better
than
GeoSpark
SQL
in
some
scenarios,
for the spatial queries with high selectivity.
especially for the spatial queries with high selectivity.
Table 12. Test cases of range queries.
Table 12. Test cases of range queries.
No.
Test Case
Number of Results
No. SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE
Test Case
Number of Results
ST_Intersects(geom,
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE 2520000,620000
ST_Intersects(geom,
1
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((617000
2520000,619000
338 rows
1
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((617000
2520000,620000 2520000,619000
338 rows
2522000,616000
2522000,617000 2520000))’))
2522000,616000 2522000,617000 2520000))’))
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint WHERE ST_Intersects(geom,
2
SELECT * FROM cyclonepoint WHERE ST_Intersects(geom,
3191 rows
2
3191 rows
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((120 10,121 10.55,122 11,121 10.3,120 10))’,4326))
ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((120 10,121 10.55,122 11,121 10.3,120 10))’,4326))
Table 13. Performance of range queries (in milliseconds).
Table 13. Performance of range queries (in milliseconds).
No.
No.
1
21
2

PostGIS/PostgreSQL
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
309
309
158
158

GeoSpark SQL
GeoSpark
SQL
190

ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
ESRI Spatial Framework
for Hadoop
63,220

240190
240

63,220
41,691
41,691
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Figure 9. Performance comparison graph of range queries (in milliseconds).
Figure 9. Performance comparison graph of range queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.6. Directional Query
6.3.6. Directional Query
The directional query is to find the spatial features that are on top of/under/on the left side of/on
The directional query is to find the spatial features that are on top of/under/on the left side of/on
the right side of a given feature. Two test cases as directional queries are designed and performed on
the right side of a given feature. Two test cases as directional queries are designed and performed
PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The
on PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The
concrete test cases are shown in Table 14, and the performance of directional queries under different
concrete test cases are shown in Table 14, and the performance of directional queries under different
database platforms is shown in both Table 15 and Figure 10. It is observed that PostGIS/PostgreSQL
database platforms is shown in both Table 15 and Figure 10. It is observed that PostGIS/PostgreSQL
performs better than GeoSpark SQL in directional queries. The reason is similar to former point and
performs better than GeoSpark SQL in directional queries. The reason is similar to former point and
window queries.
window queries.
Table 14. Test cases of directional queries.
Table 14. Test cases of directional queries.
No.
Test Case
No. SELECT * FROM cyclonepointTest
Case geom &<|
WHERE
SELECT
*
FROM
cyclonepoint
WHERE
geom geom
&<| |&>
1
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(90 2.5)’, 4326) AND
1 ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(90
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(90
2.5)’,
4326)
AND
geom |&>
2)’, 4326)
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(90 2)’, 4326)
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE geom |&>
SELECT * FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE geom |&>
2
2 ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(590000 2555000)’)
ST_GeomFromText(‘POINT(590000 2555000)’)

Number of Results
Number of Results
690 rows
690 rows
223 rows
223 rows

Table 15. Performance of directional queries (in milliseconds).
Table 15. Performance of directional queries (in milliseconds).
No.
1
2

No. PostGIS/PostgreSQL
1 PostGIS/PostgreSQL
123
2
123 131
131

GeoSpark SQL ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
GeoSpark
SQL
ESRI Spatial
195
42,623Framework for Hadoop
225195
62,483 42,623
225
62,483
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Figure 10. Performance comparison graph of directional queries (in milliseconds).

6.3.7. Topological Query
6.3.7. Topological Query
The topological query is to find the spatial features that have a specific topological relationship
The topological query is to find the spatial features that have a specific topological relationship
with the given feature. Two test cases as topological queries are designed and performed on
with the given feature. Two test cases as topological queries are designed and performed on
PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The
PostGIS/PostgreSQL, GeoSpark SQL and ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop, respectively. The
concrete test cases are illustrated in Table 16, and the performance of topological queries under
concrete test cases are illustrated in Table 16, and the performance of topological queries under
different database platforms is shown in both Table 17 and Figure 11. It is observed that GeoSpark
different database platforms is shown in both Table 17 and Figure 11. It is observed that GeoSpark
SQL performs much better than PostGIS/PostgreSQL in the test cases. Because the topological query
SQL performs much better than PostGIS/PostgreSQL in the test cases. Because the topological query
is compute-intensive and more suitable for parallelization, GeoSpark SQL achieves an outstanding
is compute-intensive and more suitable for parallelization, GeoSpark SQL achieves an outstanding
performance. However, PostGIS/PostgreSQL cannot take full advantage of the spatial index when
performance. However, PostGIS/PostgreSQL cannot take full advantage of the spatial index when
dealing with the ‘Disjoint’ type testing queries, so there is a significant reduction in query efficiency.
dealing with the ‘Disjoint’ type testing queries, so there is a significant reduction in query efficiency.
Table 16. Test cases of topological queries.
Table 16. Test cases of topological queries.
No.
Test Case
No.SELECT IDCODE FROM zhenlongxiang
Test Case
WHERE
SELECT
IDCODE
FROM
zhenlongxiang
WHERE
1
ST_Disjoint(geom,ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((517000
1520000,619000
1
ST_Disjoint(geom,ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((517000
1520000,619000 2530000,517000 2530000,517000 1520000))’));
1520000,619000 1520000,619000 2530000,517000 2530000,517000 1520000))’));
SELECT fid FROM cyclonepoint WHERE
SELECT fid FROM cyclonepoint WHERE
2 2 ST_Disjoint(geom,ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((90
3,170
3,170
55,90
55,90
ST_Disjoint(geom,ST_GeomFromText(‘POLYGON((90
3,170
3,170
55,90
3))’,4326))
55,90 3))’,4326))

Number of Results
Number of Results
85,236 rows
85,236 rows
60,591
rows
60,591
rows

Table
17. Performance
topological queries
queries (in
(in milliseconds).
milliseconds).
Table 17.
Performance of
of topological
No.
1
2

No. PostGIS/PostgreSQL
1 PostGIS/PostgreSQL
9631
9631
2
110872
110872

GeoSpark SQL ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop
GeoSpark
SQL
ESRI Spatial
480
40,784Framework for Hadoop
394480
64,217 40,784
394
64,217
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6.3.8. Spatial Join Query
6.3.8. Spatial Join Query
The spatial join query involves with multi-tables, and is the most time-consuming for all spatial
The spatial join query involves with multi-tables, and is the most time-consuming for all spatial
queries. A testing query is designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL and GeoSpark SQL,
queries. A testing query is designed and performed on PostGIS/PostgreSQL and GeoSpark SQL,
respectively. ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop does not support non-equivalent JOIN statements,
respectively. ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop does not support non-equivalent JOIN statements, so
so spatial join queries cannot be executed on that platform. The concrete test case is shown in Table
spatial join queries cannot be executed on that platform. The concrete test case is shown in Table 18, and
18, and the performance of spatial join queries under different database platforms is illustrated in
the performance of spatial join queries under different database platforms is illustrated in both Table 19
both Table 19 and Figure 12. It is observed that GeoSpark SQL performs much better than
and Figure 12. It is observed that GeoSpark SQL performs much better than PostGIS/PostgreSQL in
PostGIS/PostgreSQL in the spatial join query, which benefits from Spark’s high performance
the spatial join query, which benefits from Spark’s high performance computing advantages.
computing advantages.
Table 18. Test cases of spatial join queries.
Table 18. Test cases of spatial join queries.
No.
No.

1
1

TestCase
Case
Test
SELECT DISTINCT
DISTINCT c.IDCODE
SELECT
c.IDCODE FROM
FROM
(SELECT
IDCODE,
geom
FROM
zhenlongxiang
WHERE
(SELECT
IDCODE,
geom
FROM
zhenlongxiang
WHERE
LUCODE = ‘202’ OR LUCODE = ‘203’) c,
LUCODE = ‘202’ OR LUCODE = ‘203’) c,
(SELECT geom FROM zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘114’
(SELECT=geom
zhenlongxiang
OR LUCODE
‘205’ FROM
OR LUCODE
= ‘113’ WHERE LUCODE = ‘114’
OR
LUCODE
=
‘205’
OR LUCODE = ‘113’
OR LUCODE = ‘111’) w,
ORFROM
LUCODE
= ‘111’) w,WHERE LUCODE = ‘102’
(SELECT geom
zhenlongxiang
OR LUCODE
‘104’)FROM
r
(SELECT=geom
zhenlongxiang WHERE LUCODE = ‘102’
WHERE ST_Touches(c.geom,r.geom)
ST_Touches(c.geom,w.geom)
OR LUCODE = ‘104’)AND
r

Number
Results
Number
ofofResults

WHERE ST_Touches(c.geom,r.geom) AND ST_Touches(c.geom,w.geom)
Table 19. Performance of spatial join queries (in seconds).
No.
1

Table 19. Performance of spatial join queries (in seconds).
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
GeoSpark SQL
No.
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
GeoSpark SQL
186.52
72.03
1
186.52
72.03

1465 rows
1465 rows
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6.4. Discussion of Experimental Results
6.4. Discussion of Experimental Results
As for single-table queries, ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop performs stably but more
As for single-table
queries,
ESRI
Spatial
Framework
performs
stably
but more
time-consuming
(the average
query
response
time
is about 50for
s). Hadoop
Hadoop is
a traditional
MapReduce
time-consuming
(the
average
query
response
time
is
about
50
s).
Hadoop
is
a
traditional
MapReduce
framework, but also with the distributed file system HDFS. In the Map query stage, the spatial data
framework,
but
withand
theprocessed
distributed
systemand
HDFS.
Map query
stage,
thetospatial
data
are read from
thealso
HDFS
in file
memory,
thenIn
allthe
temporary
results
need
be written
are
read
from
the
HDFS
and
processed
in
memory,
and
then
all
temporary
results
need
to
be
written
back to HDFS before initializing the Reduce stage. Hence, the efficiency of the ESRI Spatial
back
to HDFS
initializing
the Reduce
stage. Hence,
the efficiency
of the
ESRI Spatial
Framework
Framework
forbefore
Hadoop
is relatively
low. However,
the results
are stored
in persistent
storage,
so the
for
Hadoop
is
relatively
low.
However,
the
results
are
stored
in
persistent
storage,
so
the
data
are
data are less likely to be lost, which means ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop is more suitableless
for
likely
be lost,
which means
ESRI spatial
Spatial data.
Framework for Hadoop is more suitable for offline batch
offlinetobatch
processing
of massive
processing
massive
spatial data.
Due toofthe
establishment
of spatial index, the PostGIS/PostgreSQL’s average response time for
Due
to
the
establishment
the PostGIS/PostgreSQL’s
response time
simple conditional queries is of
100spatial
to 300index,
milliseconds
or so. Hence, the average
query performance
of
for
simple
conditional
queries
is
100
to
300
milliseconds
or
so.
Hence,
the
query
performance
of
PostGIS/PostgreSQL is more excellent than ESRI Spatial Framework for Hadoop. However, as for
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
is more
thanit ESRI
Spatial
Framework
for kNN
Hadoop.
However,
for
the kNN query and the
spatialexcellent
join query,
is much
slower
because the
query
requires as
a full
the
kNN
query
and
the
spatial
join
query,
it
is
much
slower
because
the
kNN
query
requires
a
full
table scan before sorting and the spatial join query needs to perform the Cartesian product operation
table
before
sorting and
the spatialwhich
join query
needs
to perform
the Cartesian
product
operation
beforescan
spatial
topological
calculation,
is quite
resource
intensive.
Especially
for the
disjoint
before
spatial
topological
calculation,
which
is
quite
resource
intensive.
Especially
for
the
disjoint
query, a specific type of spatial join queries, it is difficult to use optimization strategies. Usually the
query,
specific
type
of spatial
queries,
it isspatial
difficult
to use
optimization
strategies.
whole aspatial
table
needs
to be join
scanned,
so the
index
cannot
play a role,
and thusUsually
leadingthe
to
whole
spatial
table
needs
to
be
scanned,
so
the
spatial
index
cannot
play
a
role,
and
thus
leading
inefficiency.
to inefficiency.
Except for spatial join queries, GeoSpark SQL costs 200 milliseconds or so in other spatial
Except
for spatial
costs
so in other spatial
queries,
including
the join
kNNqueries,
query, GeoSpark
which is SQL
proved
to 200
be milliseconds
inefficient in or
PostGIS/PostgreSQL.
queries,
including
the kNN
which is proved to
be inefficient
PostGIS/PostgreSQL.
Moreover,
Moreover,
compared
withquery,
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
SQLinachieves
a 2.6× speedup
in the
compared
with
PostGIS/PostgreSQL,
GeoSpark
SQL
achieves
a
2.6
×
speedup
in
the
spatial
join
query.
spatial join query. On the one hand, it is due to Spark’s memory computing characteristics; on
the
On
thehand,
one hand,
is dueframework
to Spark’s memory
computing
characteristics;
the other hand,
the Spark
other
the itSpark
also provides
parallel
processingoncapabilities.
These
make
framework
alsoparticularly
provides parallel
processing
makespatial
GeoSpark
SQL particularly
GeoSpark SQL
effective
for querycapabilities.
processing These
of massive
datasets.
As a result,
effective
for
query
processing
of
massive
spatial
datasets.
As
a
result,
GeoSpark
SQL
performs
better
GeoSpark SQL performs better when dealing with compute-intensive spatial queries
such as
the
when
dealing
with
compute-intensive
spatial
queries
such
as
the
kNN
query
and
the
spatial
join
query.
kNN query and the spatial join query. However, we also notice that Spark is not a panacea. It is
However,
that Spark
is not
a panacea.
It is observed
thatGeoSpark
the traditional
database
observed we
thatalso
thenotice
traditional
spatial
database
performs
better than
SQLspatial
in some
query
performs
better
than
GeoSpark
SQL
in
some
query
scenarios,
especially
for
the
spatial
queries
scenarios, especially for the spatial queries with high selectivity such as the point query andwith
the
window query, which consume fewer disk I/O and computing resources than compute-intensive
spatial queries.
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high selectivity such as the point query and the window query, which consume fewer disk I/O and
computing resources than compute-intensive spatial queries.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In order to address the increasingly large-scale spatial query processing requirement in the era of
big data, we propose an effective framework GeoSpark SQL, which enables spatial queries on Spark.
On the one hand, GeoSpark SQL provides a convenient SQL interface; on the other hand, GeoSpark
SQL achieves both efficient storage management and high-performance parallel computing through
integrating Hive and Spark. In this study, the following key issues are discussed and addressed: storage
management methods under the GeoSpark SQL framework, the spatial query operator implementation
approach in the Spark environment, and spatial query optimization methods under Spark. Experiments
show that GeoSpark SQL is able to achieve real-time spatial query processing, with better performance
especially when dealing with complex spatial queries such as kNN queries and spatial join queries.
(1) GeoSpark SQL can be seen as the elementary form of the future spatial database. Compared
with the traditional spatial database, GeoSpark SQL is able to meet the changing requirements at a
more agile speed, and has stronger robustness and the fault tolerance support. There are following
advantages through integrating Spark as well as Hive into a spatial database framework: the Spark
based spatial database can be extended horizontally. In order to deal with the increasing amount of
spatial data, it can speed up spatial query processing through increasing the number of backend servers.
Spark’s memory-based parallel computing advantage plays a more significant role in managing
massive spatial data sets. At the same time, the expansion operation of clusters is transparent for users.
However, as for the traditional spatial database deployed on a single host, only a limited number of
concurrent spatial queries can be handled, and the query response is slower when managing massive
spatial data. In addition, the establishment and update efficiency of the spatial index will gradually
become unacceptable with the increasing amount of spatial data.
(2) The Spark based spatial database is more robust. Whether Spark is deployed on YARN,
independent scheduler or other resource scheduling systems, ZooKeeper election is used to avoid the
master node failure. At the same time, even if the slave node fails, Spark will automatically re-read
the replica data based on the metadata that contains data distribution information. Hence, the Spark
based spatial database is able to continuously provide query services as long as more than half of the
nodes are alive in the cluster. However, the traditional spatial database like PostGIS/PostgreSQL can
ensure service only by the master/slave mode. Once the master mode fails, it will take some time
to switch to the slave node. However, it also means that the database service has the risk of being
stopped. Moreover, the migration process and other configurations require manual prior definition,
which is time consuming and cannot achieve adaptive selection like Spark.
(3) The Spark based spatial database is able to support new features and requirements with better
efficiency. In the Spark system, spatial operators can be customized through extending UDFs, utilizing
Java to write functions that can be directly used in the program. As for the traditional database, before
extending UDFs there is a need to learn a lot of knowledge to understand the backend implementation
architecture of the database, and the development efficiency is much lower than Spark. In addition,
due to the advantages of high-performance cluster computing, the Spark based spatial database has
better performance than the traditional database, especially for complex applications that contain
extensive read/write tasks or iterations (such as kNN classification).
(4) The Spark based spatial database is user-friendlier. To deploy GeoSpark SQL, it only requires
adding java package dependencies in Spark and starting Spark SQL terminal, and then users can
submit spatial queries. Without using Spark Scala scripts, spatial queries can be simply formed by
SQL statements with spatial UDFs in GeoSpark SQL. Since SQL is simple and has been wildly used, it
is more convenient to use GeoSpark SQL than other Spark-based spatial query systems.
In the future, we plan to improve GeoSpark SQL’s design and implementation approaches from
the following aspects: on the one hand, we hope to explore a more complex spatial index to further
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optimize spatial query processing in the Spark/Hive environment (e.g., improving the performance of
window queries); on the other hand, more servers and larger-volume spatial data (e.g., road network
datasets) are expected to be deployed to build up a more complex test environment to validate and
improve system performance.
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